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Preface – Economic Climate 

 
The Israeli economy is an advanced economy that belongs to the  
OECD organization. The GDP per capita is $ 45,945 and the growth 
rate in 2010-2019 was the average annual growth rate of 3.3% per 
year. At the beginning of the Corona crisis, the debt-to-GDP ratio 
was 60% and was one of the lowest in the Western world. The 
government deficit was 3.7% and the unemployment rate was 3.4%. 
 
The Corona crisis has affected the Israeli economy significantly, as 
have other economies in the world. The deficit in February 2020 – 
January 2021 is 12.1% from the GDP.The debt-to-GDP ratio is 73% 
The unemployment rate rose to 4.8% but the unofficial 
unemployment rate climbed to about 16.7%. Along with the 
economic crisis in Israel, there is also a political complexity and the 
declaration of new election in March 2021 that makes it difficult for 
the government to pass a new budget and formulate a coherent 
economic policy. On the other hand, from a monetary point of view, 
the crisis is being managed professionally by the Bank of Israel, 
which is monitoring the local credit market and solving liquidity 
problems through plans to purchase bonds and keep interest rates 
low. 
 
In January, a third lockdown was imposed in Israel, which slowed 
economic activity and added many to the circle of unemployment. 
On the other hand, since the end of December, an extensive 
vaccination campaign began, in which more than 3.5 million people 
of Israel's population was vaccinated. If the trend of a high 
immunization rate continues, Israel will be able to vaccinate the 
majority of the population as early as March and April. The end of 
the health crisis will undoubtedly lead to a recovery in the economic 
situation during 2021. According to the forecasts of the Chief 



Economist in the ministry of finance, growth in 2021 is expected to 
reach 4.6%.  
 
 

Statistical Profile  
 

Society 

Population: 9 .294  Million (December 2020) 

Economy 

GDP per capita: $ 45,945 

Inflation: -0.69% Annual Growth Rate  

Current Account Balance (Q4 2020): 2.88% of GDP  

Trade in Goods and Services: $50.8 billion 

Finance 

US Dollar Exchange rate: NIS 3.22 

Euro Exchange rate: NIS 3.92  

Long-term interest rates (January 2021): 0.93% Per Annum  

Short-term interest rates (January 2021): 0.04% Per Annum 

Government 

Debt to GDP ratio: 73% 

Deficit to GDP  (February 2020 to January 2021):12.1% 

Motorization 

Level of Motorization (Q4 2019): 394 Vehicles/1,000 Residence 

Innovation and Technology 

Gross Domestic Spending on R&D (2018): 4.94% of GDP  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/country-statistical-profiles-key-tables-from-oecd_20752288
https://data.oecd.org/society.htm


Environment 

CO2 Emissions (2017): 7.3 Tonnes Per Capita  

Jobs  

Employment Rate (Q4 2020): 65.84% of Working Age Population 

Official Unemployment Rate (December 2020): 4.76% of Labour Force 

Unofficial Unemployment Rate (including non-paid absence due to 

Corona): 16.7% 

 

New Cars and CV Registrations 
 

Israel New Passenger Car Registration - January 2021 
 
Passenger car registration: +15.7% compared to January 2020. 
 
In January 2021, the Israeli passenger car market registered an all-
time record with 48,242 registrations. This figure represents an 
increase of 15.7% compared to January 2020.   
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New Passenger Cars Registration in Israel  
According to Brands - January 2021 

 

 
 
 

New CV above 3.5 ton Registration in Israel - January 2021 

 

Commercial Vehicles above 3.5 ton registration: +18.8% compared 
with January 2020;  
 
In January 2021, the Israeli market for CV above 3.5 ton registered 
a decrease of 18.8% in registrations compared with January 2020, 
with 2,056 new registrations.  

Change%BrandNo.

21/202020202120202021

9.46724735416.115.2Hyundai1

15.65201601012.512.5Toyota2

4.34802501011.510.4Kia3

55.0214133175.16.9Mazda4

-6.3347532568.36.7Skoda5

15.3257929736.26.2Mitsubishi6

34.0183324564.45.1Seat7

72.8106818452.63.8Renault8

-11.8203517954.93.7Chevrolet9

1.9167517064.03.5Nissan10

-4.8158615103.83.1Suzuki11

111.965313841.62.9Subaru12

35.596813122.32.7Peugeot13

94.451710051.22.1BMW14

-4.210199762.42.0Audi15

-17.111139232.71.9Citroen16

2.28548732.01.8Mercedes17

11.05265841.31.2Volkswagen18

-36.53735090.91.1Volvo19

-27.26875001.61.0Honda20

56.3188329444.56.1Other21

January

UnitsShare%



 
 
 

New CV above 3.5 ton Registration in Israel  
According to Brands - January 2021 
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Change%

21/202020202120202021

68.916127211.815.2Chevrolet1

18.116619612.211.0Mercedes2

16.113715910.18.9Volvo3

14.013615510.08.7Scania4

107.0721495.38.3Dodge-Ram5

1.013914010.27.8DAF6

93.0611184.56.6Ford7

211.4351092.66.1Renault8

-8.11111028.15.7MAN9

257.1281002.15.6VW10

82.646843.44.7FIAT11

-53.21587411.64.1Isuzu12

31.145593.33.3Peugeot13

96.025491.82.7Iveco14

0.018181.31.0HINO15

-88.9910.70.1Fuso16

-50.0210.10.1JAC17

January

BrandNo

UnitsShare%



New Bus Registration in Israel According to Brands - 
January 2021 

 

 
 

 
Monthly review - Israel's Auto and Auto-Tech industry 

 
Hyundai to Invest in UVeye 
 
Following Honda, Toyota and Volvo, Hyundai will also invest in 
Israeli UVeye, bringing the investment of auto manufacturers in the 
company to 40M$. UVeye developed a system composed of dozens 
of cameras and sensors that creates a 3D 360 degrees picture of a 
car, and by using AI detects scratches or damages. The system 
scans the whole car from all sides, including below it, and is useful 
in production lines and trade centers. UVeye was founded in 2016 
and currently employs 100 employees.    
 
REE Enters Wall-Street 
 
REE - the Israeli start-up that developed a unique drive system and 
chassis for electric vehicles, enters Wall-Street via a merger with 
10X Capital SPAC. REE was founded in 2013 and since then raised 
160M$. At the end of 2019, the company announced a collaboration 
with HINO Motors that will use REEs platform to develop light trucks.  
 
 

Change%

21/202020202120202021

-21.018214449.553.3Mercedes1

457.17391.914.4Solaris2

12.133379.013.7Volvo3

-54.6442012.07.4MAN4

-60.92396.33.3Scania5

-20.0541.41.5Iveco6

-42.9741.91.5IRIZAR7

-66.7932.41.1VW8

0.0330.81.1Higer9

200.0130.31.1Ford10

-93.31514.10.4Golden Dragon11

-93.31514.10.4Yutong13

-85.7711.90.4Zhong Tong14

-88.9912.40.4Isuzu15

January

BrandNo.

UnitsShare%



Tesla Arrives in Israel 
 
Electric car manufacturer Tesla enters the Israeli market. The 
company opted for a "quiet launch" with hardly no PR, and operates 
only online at this stage. Tesla cars can be ordered online only 
through the company's website – the basic model 3 is priced below 
200,000NIS, and prices go up to 740,000NIS for a Model S Plaid +.  
  
Otonomo to Merge with American SPAC Company 
 
Israeli start-up Otonomo will merge with Software Acquisition Group 
INC II and will be traded in NASDAQ beginning in Q2 2021. 
Otonomo developed a platform for secured trading in data collected 
from connected vehicles. According to the company, during 2020, 
90% of cars produced included a SIM card. These cars constantly 
produce data that can be sold to interested parties such as 
insurance companies or smart cities, and Otonomo shares the 
profits with the Auto manufacturers. The company was founded in 
2015 and employs 70 employees. It has raised so far 362M$, 
including the latest merger.  
 
Israeli Ministry of Environmental Protection: Only ZE Buses by 
2025   
 
The Israeli ministry of environmental protection published a road-
map, stating that by 2025 only ZE buses. i.e. electric buses, will be 
allowed in urban areas. The ministry claims that the economic 
benefit of this shift will reach 1.35B NIS by 2034. Currently, the 
number of electric buses in Israel is negligible, and in order for the 
road-map to materialize it needs to be legislated.  
 
Field Trial for a Hydrogen Powered Trucks in Israel  
  
Hyundai will start field trials for a Hydrogen powered heavy truck in 
Israel this coming summer. The Truck, with a GVW of 18 tons, has 
a range of 1,000 Km and uses a fuel-cell engine that transforms 
Hydrogen into electric energy. The trial will be carried out in 
collaboration with local company Colmobil – the official importer of 
Hyundai to Israel. According to Calcalist business daily, a second 
hydrogen truck will be operated by energy company Sonol, that will 
build a Hydrogen filling station in Haifa with the aid of German 
company H2 Mobility.  
 



City Transformer Heading for IPO 
 
City Transformer, an Israeli start-up that developed a "folding" urban 
vehicle, heads for an IPO. The CT 1 is a small urban vehicle that 
measures 2.49X1.4 meters and has space for a driver and an 
additional passenger (or two children). It is electric powered with a 
range of 120-180 Km, and has a special mechanism that allows it to 
fold to a width of only 1 Meter and fit in almost any parking space. 
The company intends to go public during the Q1 2021, it was 
founded in 2014 and has yet to reach series production.    
 
Saverone to Install System in Public Transportation Buses 
 
Saverone, developer of a safety system that prevents driver 
distractions caused by the use of cellular phones, enters the public 
transportation segment for the first time. The company will install its 
system in 30 public buses operated by Kavim, one of the largest PT 
companies in Israel with a fleet of 1,500 buses. The collaboration 
will begin as a pilot, and Saverone will use the knowledge and 
information gathered in order to fully develop its system for PT 
buses for commercial use.   
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The economic chapter of the review was edited by Mr. Nadav Caspi, 

the I-via's Chief Economist.  


